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Abstract  

transglossia. 

transglossia



To transgress is to go beyond the bounds or limits set by a commandment or law or 
convention, it is to violate or infringe. But to transgress is also more than this, it is 
to announce and even laudate the commandment, the law or the convention. 
Transgression is a deeply reflexive act of denial and affirmation. Analytically, then, 
transgression serves as an extremely sensitive vector in assessing the scope, 
direction and compass of any social theory.        
           
        (Jenks, 2003, p. 2) 

Transgression is not the same as disorder; it opens up chaos and reminds us of the 
necessity of order. But the problem remains. We need to know the collective order, 
to recognize the edges, in order to transcend them.  

(Jenks, 2003, p. 7) 



Chapter 1  Language Pollution – As Destructive as River Pollution 

1.1 Language as a translingual practice  
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1.2 Linguistic ideologies in Bangladesh and the translinguistics movement  
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shaheed dibosh
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bangabandhu
jatio pita 



Remove the 

Aggression of Hindi from Bangladesh Ban Hindi 

Serials from Bangladesh Effects of 

Hindi Serials on Bangladesh





Tempest

Bangladeshi in blood and colour, but English in taste, in opinions, in morals and in 

intellect8.

1.3 Language situation in Bangladesh  

                                                           



English and Bangla in the Indian Subcontinent (1835-1947) 

pandits



                                                           



Bangla and English during the Pakistani period (1947-1971) 

de facto

                                                           



                                                           



English and Bangla in the independent Bangladesh (1971 to date) 
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English and Bangla in Education in post-independent Bangladesh 

                                                           



                                                           





1.4 Recent developments in the language scenario

                                                           





Mr Right Thank You

Death Note Naruto

sensei

chammok challo 

jhal 



1.5 Approaches to English: Beyond homogeny, heterogeny, and pluricentrism



Linguistic imperialism paradigm: Myth of homogenous English 

only

not
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World Englishes: Homogeny to heterogeny 





heterogeny position, 

homogeny position 

English as a lingua franca (ELF): Heterogeny to pluricentrism 

                                                           



English as a local practice: Beyond homogeny, heterogeny, and pluricentrism 
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1.6 Research questions and implications of the research 

transglossia



others

1.7 Structure of the thesis

transglossia



transglossic framework

1.8 Summary
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Chapter 2 Towards a Different Paradigm 

2.1 Introduction

transglossia



2.2 Language and identity in post-structuralism 

undecidable





                                                           



                                                           



2.3 Language, identity, and post-modernism 



                                                           



self 

others

others

self 

2.4 Social constructivism and the negotiation of identity 

others, 

imagined

Construction of ‘others’ and identity

others

others



others

 others

others



others

others

others.

‘kotis’

hijras

hijra others kotis



others

others

others.

others



others

Imagined community and identity 



Agency, reflexivity, and identity

habitus field practice



.

sic



Resistance and identity 



only



2.5 Language, identity, and space

nothing humans do can escape space; life cannot be 

lived nor imagined without it



                                                           







in

per se 



heterotopia 

                                                           



juxtaposition 

others







2.6 Bakhtin’s heteroglossia

(raznorechiye/ raznorechie etero-gloss-ia

raznorechie

translinguistics

langue







pir baba 

2.7 Bakhtin’s theory of dialogue: A framework for analysis 

multivocality  double-voicing

,



voices

skaz, 

voices



2.8 Bakhtin’s heteroglossia and trans- approaches to language 

2.9 Heteroglossia and the increase of its meaning potentiality 



at different levels of discourse



transglossia 



transglossia. 

transculturation translocalisation transmodality transtextualisation

translation

trans- 



transglossia, 

trans- 

trans

transculturation, translocalisation, transmodality, 

transtextualisation, translation. 

trans



transglossia

transglossic framework

2.10 Transglossia and the transanalytic framework 

transglossic framework

pretextual , contextual 

relations, 

subtextual ,

intertextual ,

posttextual 

Posttextual



intertextual subtextual

trans-



transculturation translocalisation



habitus

geography of linguistic happenings”

transglossic framework, contextual

post textual

What does transglossia do that heteroglossia cannot offer on its own?

transglossia



transmodality transtextuality

translation

translocalisation transculturation transtextualisation translation
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trans

, trans

transglossia



What does transglossia do that transgressive theory and heteroglossia cannot 

offer on their own?

trans

trans

trans

transculturation translocalisation

transtextualisation



What does transglossia do that Garcia’s notion of transglossia cannot offer on its

own?

transglossia

transglossia



translocalisation transtextualisation translation

2.11 Summary 

pretextuality



intertextuality subtextuality posttextuality



Chapter 3 Research Design 

3.1 Introduction 

transglossia 



3.2 Epistemology of the research 

post-textual interpretation transglossic framework



con-text 

understand 

why



3.3 Ethnography as a research paradigm 



voices

voices 

voice multivocality 

                                                           



an effect 

is 

the process is the product



                                                           



3.4 Ethnography: Ethnography of communication vs. linguistic ethnography 



transglossic 

transglossic framework

pretextual subtextual contextual posttextual

3.5 Research context 

                                                           



3.6 Research participants and conducting the research 

                                                           



                                                           



                                                           





3.7 Research methods 



Participant observations in natural settings 

                                                           





In-depth interviews 





habitus 

Additional data sources and virtual ethnography 



voices

voices





3.8 Text trajectories  

chorom , chame 

, para jhal 

                                                           



3.9 Epistemic process and data analysis 
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others

transglossia 

self other

others

others

reflexive positioning 

interactive positioning

self

speaker 

roles denotational 

characterisations

metapragmatic descriptors

quotation

others

khat



epistemic process

look 

polycentric
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transglossic framework 
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subtextual 
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transglossia, 

,

habitus

multivocality double-voicing



epistemic process

posttextual interpretations
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3.10 The political mayhem and strategic use of double-voicing 

hartals

                                                           
Hartals 

hartals



hartal

hartal 

apu

Apu

apu

                                                           

hartals

Apu apa
apu apa

apu



3.11 Data collection and strategic minimisation of intrusion  

salwar kamij

saree

                                                           



3.12 ‘Burden of an ethnographer’

apu aunty

                                                           



House Good Wife Master

Chef factor Desperate Housewives How I Met Your 

Mother.

Dhinka Chika 

Dhinka Chika Chammok Chalo



apu, tumioto bhalo jano eta 

tumi

apni

Miss, Bangladesh is running out of 

gas. You won’t be able to cook in future. I am leaving in the next available chance. 

You shouldn’t come back as well

souvenirs



apni,

tumi

hartals

3.13 Writing ethnographic research 



epistemic reflexivity



3.14 Limitations of the research 

                                                           



3.15 Summary 

transglossic framework

positioning approaches 

self others 

process 



Chapter 4 Language as a Spatial Practice 

4.1 Introduction 

linguistic landscaping

                                                           



4.2 University of Excellence (UOE) 



jokhon first ashchilam, mane, khubi, iya lagse, “eita kone jaigai ashlam” … first

dinto mane, ami, UOEe dhuktei pari nai. dhukhtei bhoi paitesi. “ami ki eikhane 

dukhbo, na dhukbo na?”. prai dosh minuteer moto ami baire darai chhilam. 

prothometo dhuktei bhoi paitam 

ashole, ekhane ashle, akta happiness kaj kore arki… mane, bashar 

poribeshta otota na, mane, shundar na. ektu nongra typeer arki. ekhaneto pura 

                                                           



clean. tarpore mane, viewta onek shundar. Campus tao onek shundar. shobmilai ar 

ki. shobdik diyai mane, bhalo lage 

4.3 Language and linguistic ideologies mediated in space  



 



If something goes wrong at the planet,

blame the guy who cannot speak English

Earth to Marge, Earth to Marge! I was there, the clown is G-I-L-L-T-

Y

Homer no function well without beer

WooHoo!!!

I hope I don't brain my damage

WEBSTERS DICTIONARY DEFINES WEEDING, "The process of 

removing weeds from one's garden!"

                                                           
To be, or not to be, that is 

the question Deep into the darkness peering, long I stood there - wondering, 
fearing, doubting, dreaming dreams no mortal ever dared to dream before It is 
a truth universally acknowledged that a single man with good fortune in possession must be in want 
of a wife It was the best of times. It was the worst of times 



,

The Simpsons

guilty 

South Park

Star

Wars 





You better join and be active. 

bold

What’s up, mate
?

We are colouring for the 
recruitment. Just check out the 
character.

Cartman, Yoda, SpongeBob!
I am joining, by the 

way.

Awesome, man! You better join 
and be active.

                                                           



I will,

Sit over there, mate

Fuck you!

GET OFF, you bitch. 

I am dead!

Cartmaner dialogue 
maximum 

vulgar. Curse and 
vulgar.

curse dot dot 
dot star

Stars, hash

Astrix

Asterix

SpongeBob

I am ready. I am 
ready. I am ready

Screw you guys!!! I am going 
to join this club



Owwww … we are not going to 
give “screw you guys

the one who are not joining the 
club!

Screwemmmmmm

Screwemmmmmmm Screw 
emmmmmmm Screw 
emmmmmmm

who don’t join the English 
Club

Behave yourself 
because there are foreigners

What do they want here

I told you. They are 
here. Intruders in close 
proximity

Who are they?

Dude! I don’t care. <IN-TRU-
DERS

Get your gun ready



mate 

man dude

I will, inshallah 

Star Wars

screwem 

intruders Star 

                                                           

 



Wars,



screw 

The Simpsons Star Wars, South Park

SpongeBob



theirs

the specific space

Star Wars

others

4.4 Language mediated in and through multiple interlocked spaces 



Shah Bagh

shaheed 

minar

                                                           

bashanta utshab
ekushey boi mela 

,



deshio ponyo kine hou 

dhonyo

ekushey boi mela

ekushey February, it’s a holiday. just

akta holiday hishebe palone kora hoi. .. ami chhoto belai, ami kintu shaheed minar

                                                           



dekhi nai. ami shaheed minar kobe deksi? dui bochhor age mone hoi. ekushey 

Februaryte. TSC kokhono jai nai. ami amar friender shathe TSC gesi. ami jokhon 

bolsi ami kokhono shaheed minar dekhi nai, tokhon amar friendra dakhailo. So

dakho. ami by born Dhakai. Born and brought up in Dhaka. ami kintu shaheed 

minar kokhono jai nai. eta amar nijer kase kharap lage. ami kintu kokhono - 

Ramnai kokhonoi jai nai. … amar baba ma amake oita celebrate korte shikhae nai.

                                                           

Boishakh,



kotha theke ashche agula. bangla porte pare na!!! 

bold

t-shirt

Super Market
student student

own
student 

salesman

Simple

problem



ITALICS.

simple

Italics.

sign

possibility 80%.

family

phone 

semi 
colon colon

kha
kha

colon

bishorgo



hibijibi Bangla Italics

hibijibi - Bangla 

Italics-

onushshor, khondotto, khiyo bishorgo

tihattur

others



kotha theke ashche agula

others 

oikhane ki shob

shahbager Aziz Super Marketeto DUr 

studentra thake kotha theke ashche egula

others



4.5 Language mediated in third space 



environmenta actually apnake neyar moto na. 

Smoke kortese. shobai tash kheltese. gambling kortese

                                                           



duality of space.

kon facultyta fakibaj, kone 

facultyta shohoj, kon facultyta bhalo, kone facultyta kathin, kharap retake tetake 

daina, exam easy kore

 



                                                           

fakibaj
fakibaj



uporer lelvele jara, tarato thake office e 

bold

Sorry

                                                           

mama mamu khala



side

dress

cigarette

open

builte 

bolte dahe 

dhake khaitese khachhe koira kore 

heitaito sheijonyo koitesi bolchhi ase 

achhe khaile khele  boya roisilam boshe chhilam,



amgore amader, amnego apnader ,

mal, churi muri, chipa khatil

mal,

Allah choke dise 

dekhar jonne, shundar jinish dakho Allahr srishti

dekha  dakho. 



                                                           

campo 



duty

duty
lelvel

office

friendly

NO, NO, NO

mat porjaye

uporer leveler jara, tara thake office e



others





choosing marginality

                                                           



4.6 Language mediated in heterotopic space 



All my girlfriends are such cunts!

All my girlfriends are such cunts! :D 

Awesome. I love being one. This is why this is a better insult:



Seen and laughed at this before creative

LMFAO Also, the famous lines by 
Betty White “Why do people say ‘grow some balls’? Balls are 
weak and sensitive. If you wanna be tough, grow a vagina. Those 
things can take a pounding” 

Yes I like that one too. Oh do keep me informed about the other 
instances.

good one.

How I Met your Mother

                                                           





zusammenhang 

in with



heterotopia, 

4.7 Summary  

“



other

other

intertextual



linguistic 

landscaping 

self 

others others

others



Chapter 5  Social Imaginary of Self and Others 

5.1 Introduction 

others

others

5.2 Civilised vs. uncultured others

others

others, maximum developed

manush. Civilised manush. rickshawalara na. gramer manusho na



others

others

others

Noakhalir language ta je, amra ei language use korle, oneke chhoto mone kore. 

geo geo typeer arki. grammo. mane, uncultured. eirokom typeer 

others

others’

jokhon shudhho bhashai kotha boltesi, tokhon, nijeke aktu modern

mone hoi. kingba, akta modern manusher shathe kotha boltesi. ami akta modern 

civilisationer moddhe achhi. 

Noakhalir bhasha friend circleer shathe use korte chaina, ei jonneje, Noakhalir 

bhashake oneke grammo bhasha mone kore. khattat. ekta pochani typeer. ei jonne 

use kori na 

others

                                                           



shobaito shuddho bhashai 

kotha bolte chai. cheshta kore. jeikono gramei hoke na kano. Dhaka shohore 

jokhon ashe, chai, mane, Dhakar bhashai, mane shuddho bhashai kotha bolte chai 

abar Dhakar bhashai na. shuddho bhashata mane, shorbojone 

shikkrito

imagined community

others

Noakhailla

Chatgaiya

amar mone hoi na je amar kono chhele 

pochhondo hobe je shuddho Banglai bolte parbe na

others

                                                           



other

imagined community

others

Noakhalir bhasha jodi age jodi use kortam, age 

jamon, Bangla bolar majh khane Noakhalir bhasha choila ashle, polapan 

hashahashi shuru koira dito. “ei je Noakhalir”. Bangladeshe akta shomoshsha ase. 

Noakhali and Barisal. ei duitare pochaite pochaite falai. abar uthai. “ei je, 

Noakhailla”. ar shob jagai amare motamoti shobai – Noakhalir janlei, 

“Noakhailla ki khobor?

                                                           



others

others,

self others

 self others



5.3 The ‘obscure’ rural vs. high-class others

others 

othering ,

others

the new crowd of students in the 

UOE who are not approachable

the guy came from the village. But in that matter, I didn’t want to stress 

myself over it. I didn’t want to create that discrimination that he came from a 

village. So what I did, you know, I distributed the responsibilities and I used to 

contact him over the phone because it was difficult for me to interact with him 

personally. Because the kind of language he uses, probably his gestures, weren’t 

acceptable for me, like people coming from the English-medium background. 

Because we find them, you know, quite obscure.

others,

others othering

amar financial obostha oto 

bhalo na, to ekhane to oneke, mane, bhalo bhalo familyr theke ashche, mane, high 

class family theke. to oder shathe adjust korte ektu shomoshsha hoi. mane ... amito 



ashchito akta poribesh theke. ora ashche arekta poribesh theke. amar kotha bolar 

style, mane, onek different. mane, shuddho bhabe, bhalo bhabe bole. oder shathe 

manai chola onek tough ase. Easily jeye kotha bolte pari na. amar jani nijer kach 

thekei jani kirokom akta kamon lage. ora, mane, ami bhabi shudhu je, ora amar 

theke, mane, different. alada.

alada

high class

other

othering othered 

5.4 Powerful vs. weak and vulnerable others

self others 

self



ometimes we feel bad 

for others, but again I think, deep inside, yah, we feel powerful….I feel 

POWERFUL. I feel better. I see myself in a higher level than others. It’s not like, 

that I am proud of it, but I feel good obviously

it

really outcasts me compare[d] to the others. It really out-shadows me. It makes 

me the centre of attraction. … They would come to me. … I JUST LOVE IT …. I 

TAKE FULL ADVANTAGE OF THAT. AND I AM SO GOOD AT THAT sic

others

they would come to me 

self 

othered 

others

eita hoise, akta extra ordinary. English parata. eijonno English shobai 

pare na, ba uncommon type … English oneke keo spoken kore, tahole, oneke, 

mane, karo shamne korle, tarao bhabe, “cheleta onek talent

                                                           



ami English e kotha bolte parchhi, jeta kina shobai 

parchhe na. … confidenceer akta bapar achhe. amar jeta feeling, sheta hocche, 

onnorai amake isolate kore fele ami jodi bhalo moto English bolte pari. … pura 

personalitytai change hoye jachhe. change hoei jai. I think myself better in 

English sic

others

others self 

others

others

imagined community ami Chakmarje written formtai parina. ami jodi 

nao pari, tate amar khub akta khoti hobe na. kintu akta language harai jachhe, 

eitar akta monoshtattik akta bapar. eta amar kachhe kharap lage. kintu eita jodi 

ami nao pari, UOE Debate Team amake nibe 

imagined community

                                                           



imagined community

others

otherness

5.5 The khat vs. fast others

self others

self others

peter bhitor theke 

Bangla bair hoi. buchtei parben na. ki jani boltese. apni takaiii thakben 



kichhukkhon. koyekbar bolar pore bujhte parben

us them 

chorom bhab mare ora 

baparta dukkhojonok hoileo shatti. ora 

hotath kore chole ashtese FFCte. dosh barota chicken leg khaitese. noshto kortese. 

ar amader akta chicken khaitei jan bair hoya jai… ar amar moneybag faita 

jaitese, akta chicken khaite 

others



manush hishebei totally different. 

italics bold

totally 
different.

friendly 

Western culture

pha:st.

pha:st.

fast Drinks 

conservative
conservative 

fast conservative

friend circle

family



family
friend

party

barbeque party 

allow
allow

aunty

oder characteristics differrent. tara different. 

characteristics differrent
different. So usually what 
happens Bangla-
medium

Reserved. Reserved.

They have their own style, 
own jokes

Maybe, they will 
crack jokes about guys which 
we will find lame. And maybe 
we will crack jokes
relate

They can’t relate. 

Maybe they watch more Hindi 
movies. Maybe we watch more 
English movies. And that 
matters. type



That’s the general concept
the English-medium 

people. They are the ones 
considered as snobs and upper 
class. Like, people call them 
upper class bitches
medium

type

And moreover, like, they, like, 
the things we are liking, they 
are disliking them as well. 
Like, the same thing, the same 
attitude toward the Bangla 
serials, Hindi serials that we 
have, they have the same 
attitude toward, like, English 
movies. 

And even like in relationship 
and everything. They have the 
tendency of, they will 
still go out. They will talk over 
the phone with two or three 
guys. But they will not admit 
it. They will say, like

Maybe, I 
may not talk with two three 
guys, I mean, specially, but I 
will say, 

specially, but
I go out with a guy I like

Openly consider
rude. I 

am more Western, rude

Pha::st.

Inconsiderate.

They use this word.

Ha, they use this word 



‘pha::st’. PH-A-S-T. We are 
pha::st pipol We

Shumon Sir has a joke for 
this. He says, “Oh, I am not 
feeling pha::st today. I am not 
pha::sting today. I am quite 
slow”.

type Even classroom 
discussion Literature
sex and everything

repel class
discuss so 

they feel
arrogant.

They don’t have the 
psychology as I said before. 
They are not, they don’t 
incorporate whatever is 
Western. You have to be 
Eastern. Like, you know, 
anything just not, does not, 
like, confine to anything 
outside the box, anything that 
talks about sexuality, anything 
that borders, like, umm, 
border like, crossing the 
religion, that is bad. That is 
not acceptable.

fast khat74 others

intertextually

fast

                                                           
Khat 

Khat Khat 



fast 

fast 

khat 

khat

khat 

                                                           



selves others

upper class and bitchy 

per se

us them 

 khat  fast

others

others

translate 

negotiate 

ora ashole chhoto bela thekei oirokom cultureer 

shathe obhhosto. amra sheirokom cultuerer shathe obhhosto na. koekjon dekha jai 

je amader culture theke oder culturee shift korte pare. But onekei pare na. ami 

jamone 50%-50%. Anik 50%-50%. But 100% oder moto attitude hobe na

culture 



their

others self

us.

others.

5.6 Colonial vs. neo-colonial others 

others

bangalis 

You know, in Bengali culture, if you do not 

pressurise the Bangalis, they never work. You will have to pressurise them. You 

have to make them work. Just make it mandatory. ‘You have to speak in English 

during the conference’. Automatically they learn English sic

Bangalis

others othering



voice 

the myth 

of the lazy native

other

words other-ness ourness

others

imagined past 

bharot mohadeshe onekei English shekhar bapare jore diyechhilo. Raja Ram 

Mohon Rai. karone onara bujhte perechhilen, in the next future, amra oder shonge 

achi. ora ameder theke superior. amader oi bhabei jete hobe

them 

They are superior to us. We should follow them

amader psychologicallyte amra 200 bochhor odhine chhilam. tara 

superior chhilo. akhone keo jodi English bhalo pare, obhijat moneto hobei. 

English hote cheyechhilo dekei Michael Madhu Shudon Datta desh chhere bideshe 

chole giyechhilo. Englishke obhijat na mantam, shob kichhu jodi Englishe na 

kortam, Rabindranath Nobel Prize peten na, jodi Gitanjolee translation na hoto. 

                                                           



eijonnoi obhijat mone hoi. “ei meyeta mone hoi Scholastica, Aga Khan, othoba 

India theke eshche”. dharona cholei ashe. amra jokhon chhoto belai shuntham –

Scholastica – Wow …

They were the superiors. Now if we 

find someone who speaks in English, it is natural that we find her sophisticated.

Gitanjalee, 

–

others

others

banglar dorkar ki? banglar kono dorkar nai 

                                                           

Gitanjalee 



others

5.7 Regular Hindi serial watchers 

if someone is afraid of doing any specific 

work, I would say, “jo dar gaya wo mar gaya” . If I want 

someone to do something, I would say, “karo, karo, aaj karo. aaj karegi tu 

swasti.” These are all 

dialogues from Hindi films. If I feel like throwing swear words from Hindi films to 

someone for fun, “kutte! mein tera khoon piya jaaonga”

.

jo dar gaya wo mar gaya 

Darna Mana Hai kutte! mein tera khoon pi jaaonga Sholay

                                                           

3 Idiots Slum Dog Millionaire
Stuntmania

Who Wants to be Millionaire
X-factor, MTV Roadies, MTV Splitsvilla



others.

ashole agula ami 

kokhono karo shathe share kori nai. … ami apnar shathe share kortesi. … ami 

kintu boltam na – agula shunle oneke hashe

If you speak Hindi, people get an 

assumption that you are a regular Hindi serial watcher. You know like, people 

don’t take you that seriously, specially the guys. You know, they start teasing you.

“Oh, you are watching Hindi movies. You watch Hindi serials”. Probably that’s 

because it’s not considered as fashionable, rather funny

others

others



ami personally mone kori, Hindir cheye Bangla languageta standard.

… Hindita jani kamon – amar kachhe weird mone hoi – ami jodi boli shikkhito 

oshikkhito – oshikkhito manusher bhasha hochhe Hindi. shikkhito manusher 

bhasha hochhe Bangla. Banglata amar kachhe mone hoi – akta alada gambhirjo 

achhe jeta Hindi bhashai nai. Hindi bhashar kothata amar kachhe cheap cheap

mone hoi. mane, “mei tumhara shaath jaunga, paunga, keya korta hu, aap keya 

korta hei” – er cheye “ami okhane jabo, korbo”- oita onek beshi standard mone 

hoi weird

mei tumhara shaath jaunga, paunga, keya kortha hu, aap keya kortha hei

sic

others 



tumi mango 

kano?

mango, rajakar

5.8 Blurred boundaries between the local self and imagined global others

others others

                                                           



self

imagined English community

imagined communities

Mr. Right, Thank you

Wanted, Bleach, Fairy Tale, Naruto



 amra subtitle shoho dekhi. tobe ajkal subtitle lagena actually. dekhte 

dekhte bojha jai … hoi ki janen? Naruto dektesi. Narutor tone dekhte dekhte 

obhhosto. subtitleto thakei. tokhon ar pura subtitle pora lagtese na. automatically

meaningta mathai chole ashe

sensei ; arigato ;

matto maiyo .

Dracula Ville

Town Ville

Town Ville normal



Global howar ar ki achhe. It’s pretty normal 

thing It’s pretty normal thing

5.9 The imagined Western woman other

I

have become liberal in lot of ways; maybe a bit more open. I am not sure. But I 

don’t think I fit in to the Bangladeshi society anymore because I have been exposed 

to the Western culture so much. For me lots of things are not taboo which are 

maybe taboo for a typical Bangladeshi girl who has not been exposed to Western 

culture much. Yes, there is a sort of conflict going on. Like, I want to achieve at the 

end of the day is I want to remain Bangladeshi. But I also want to, umm, adopt, or 



adapt good things, that is, from other culture, their thoughts, their ways into my 

little life. I don’t want to umm, become dogmatic in terms of the other cultural 

things [arranged marriage, divorce, living together] that we have in our culture 

that is what I think is still confined and narrow minded. So yah, there is a sort of 

conflict in that sense 

confined 

narrow-minded

little life 



5.10 Imagined Bangladeshi community  

us.

imagined Bangladeshi community 

…amader lifestyle akhone ar 

amaderke allow korena eguloke oi bhabe observe korte. Because, karone hochhe, 

1952te je bhasha shaheed hoechhe, honorable onara. onader shathe amader blood 

relation bolen, eta onekei ar obhabe feel korena. amra khali mukhei boltesi je “We

are the only nation who gave blood for our mother tongue”. oita power pawar 

jonne boli. kintu oitar proper respect amra nijerao rakhi na. not even for our 

mother tongue. so observe kora hoina … shunle hoito ba kharap lagbe. apnar 

kharap lagte pare. jodio amar bolar kotha na. but amar oibhabe attachmentta nai. 

ami jani na onnora ki bhabe feel kore, ami oibhabe feel kori na. amar personal mot 

hochhe, ami obhabe attached feel kori na

“We are the only nation who gave blood for our mother 

tongue”. 



others

imagined Bangladeshi community 

others

selves. 

amar bhaiyer rokte rangano, ekushey February

)



is counts as

5.11 Bangla and Bangladeshi identity  

self other

others

self 

self

passé





kimono

As long as these events don’t interfere with our own culture - it’s just 

another day to celebrate”. 

others

others

selves.



5.12 Summary 

others imagined 

communities

self

them us

others

self

self



others 

self others

self others

self, 

others

selves others us

them 

othered othering

other





Chapter 6 Transglossic Language Practices: Ria and her Friends 

6.1 Introduction 

others imagined communities. 

transglossia

others

pretextual history,

contextual relations, subtextual meaning, intertextual echoes, posttextual 

interpretation

process

6.2 Tranglossia in the stylisation of English and Indian English 



Phor the time being, I am in the Cantonment. 

bold

Cantonment

the time being, I am in 
the Cantonment. Then I will 
come and 

you and you will be
me



fersonally farliament

phersonally pharliament

for Cantonment

live

phor.

beside



I HABH IT PHOR EBHAR

bold

accent

sound I
love it.

INTARASTING! I 
HABH IT PHOR EBHAR

habh phor ever .

ami English aktu aktu pari. 

italics bold

psychologically 
challenged



aptitude

English

Oh, yes, I am good at something!

She is bad at English. I am 
too good and I feel she is bad at it 
and I pointed her and laugh and she 
pointed me and laugh.

English
she says.

                                                           



bad, at, pointed,  / her. 

ami Bangla aktu aktu/ ektu 

ektu pari

ami aktu aktu 

Bangla pari

ami English aktu aktu pari, 

intertextual

aktu 

aktu 

,

,

psychologically challenged 

- ,

.



others

translocalises

subtextually

pretextual 

contextual 

subtextual khat transtextual. 



khat84

fobby posttextual

.

Accent for us is mostly artificial. We 

have habit of changing our accent, like for fun. We will use like, an Indian 

accent without even knowing. Or we will use a really fobby accent to be politically 

incorrect

everybady jiro joo ishmart ikzam

Like, amra, friendrato  ei bhabei kotha 

boltesi, ei bhabe kotha bolte moja lage 

It also adds a bit of creativityje, You 

know the correct form, but you are going against your own better judgment and 

using the wrong form. You know, that also needs a bit of creativity in itself. So ei 

jonno amader moja lage . And we try to 

out each other. je nah. amarta beshi khat hochhe, nah toreta beshi khat 

hochhe” “
                                                           
84 khat 

“sk, st, sp



khat fobby. 

fobby accent

we us

others

artificial

politically incorrect NO. You don’t make fun of people who 

have, like, conditions artificial

condition

others

others

                                                           

Fobby 



khat othering

translocalisation

6.3 Tranglossia in the stylisation of Bangla 

                                                           



ami Eh`san`ke love ko`rii: 

bold

It doesn’t change that you are 
fat. 

Ya, I am still fat. 
I’m fat; I’m fat; I’m 

fat. Ye ye ye

Who says you’re fat?

You need glass

I l-o-v-e you>
pret ty

fat
ove

                                                           



aajke

I don’t think it sounds cool … I just don’t understand why they

would do that … I think they are trying to be 

someone that they are not. They are the wannabes. More fake I would never 

speak in anglicised tone…. Because most people who do it are people who are 

trying to be somebody they are not

amaake, aakhone, naa, korii, 



transglossic analysis

bisri

Bangla bhashatar madhurjota chole jai

probably, in the future, people overseas may become interested to learn 

Bengali, if they find it up-to mark. Probably they won’t find it khat 

Probably 10 years down the line, it will become global and international. We do 

speak in it [anglicised Bangla] and we are very much proud of it. We are doing 

something that probably others can’t. WE ARE VERY PROUD OF IT

There is one sentence I would like to say. “FACE THE WORLD”. 

If you face the world, you will get more prediction about the reality. In real life, 

speaking in plain typical Bengali doesn’t hold any more values. We are just fine 

with it. We know that we get more appreciation than those who speak in plain 

Bengali. … Too bad for them.

wannabes, fake, 

                                                           



intertextual 

contextual 

translocalisation transculturation

contextual 

subtextual

pretextual , intertextual , post-

textual 



translocalised

6.4 Transglossia in ‘broken English’ 

me the happy to hears. party! 

bold

yoohoo, , how u be? wat courses u takes?

i the grazuet

u the grazuet. oho! me the happy to hears. party! i the masters 
student u masters plans wen?

next year... i the zobbings gathering the eggzpiranz 



like there is no tomoro

where you mastersing?

at UOE literachar the books 
they calls for me. this yr i also applies for session abroad next yr.

i just notices. y u unfollows me on twitter? i spams ur timeline? 
or u hates me?

eh... twitter? i don't twit... walso ((also)), i'll be seeing you at UOE!

is true

u, wat, i, wen, 

yr, y, u, ur

ing



zobbings, eggzpiranz, literachar 

transmodal

u, wat, i, wen, 

yr, y, u,  ur ,

intertextually 

                                                           



subtextually 

others

others

namerennyi

namerennyi



others othering

6.5 Transglossia in mixed codes 

intertextual subtextual

tui khub beshi hole Jhony Gaddar hoite parbi 

bold

4 hoobies



You really think you're 
Johnny Bravo? Come on

Thank you

LAWL.

jhony bravo

chicks babes

murgir bachha young 

children

intertextual



intertextual 

subtextual 

intertextual 

contextual 

girls, 

chicks, babes, translocalisation transculturation

heteroglossic

translocalisation transculturation

6.6 Tranglossia in the lame joke genre 

intertextual 



Hip((s)) don’t lie.

jungle

hippopotamus
hippopotamus

left 

Hippopotamus

right
hippopotamus believe

believe

believe

believe

hippopotamus right

right Come on, there has 
to be a logic. It’s a lame joke. It 
does have a logic

how much of the thought, 
brain goes into the lame joke

High thought

People just don’t get it



It’s a guessing game
Sheldon

hippopotamus believe
hip don’t lie’ 

sic
sic

Oh my God

lame joke
club

chart

You should name it, “The Wall 
of Lame”.

intertextual 

intertextual 



The Big Bang Theory

contextual 



transculturation 

intertextual contextual pretextual

6.7 Transglossia in the advertising genre 



kamar mein dard ho toh moov lagao!!! 

italics bold

kamar mein dard ho toh moov 
lagao!!!

my sexyy goth queen

Dil mey dard ho to... Dil 
ko POKE kyu nahi karteho jeee :P

Bebbbieee

Dil ko POKE kiyaa toh.........dard 
aur bhi hoga..........aur aapke dil ko 
dard huwa toh..........mujhe 
mehsoos hoga...........aur mehsoos 
huwa toh...........pyaar nikal aajaya 
mere hoto pe aapke liye!! :P

Hellooo 
brother i was talking about your

here

Phir bhi keh'e detihu..... Duniya ne 
apko Pervrt bulaya....lekin apko 
pata nai chala
UOE ne apko "PU" bulaya..... phir 
bhi apko samajh nahi aya.......
Aab chaley aye Facebook pe 
muuuh uthake pyaar jatane...." 
Areyyyy o … dil ko thora chaen 
doh or nahi to kharid ke jhandu 
baam lo ..... Dil pe lagane ke lea :P 
:P :P Dar kam ho jayega 

...."

:

pretextual 



janani

intertextual 

pretextual 

intertextually Munni Badnaam 

Hui

Dabangg

intertextual 

pervrt 

pu/



intertextual 

kamar mein dard 

moov dil mey dard dil ko POKE 

dil mey dard 

intertextual



others

translocalise

transmodal

translocalised transmodal

intertextual contextual

pretextual



6.8 Transglossia in the filmic genre 

amar jawani te shobai deewani.

italics bold

Tamara ur sister is the smartest and 
the coolest, u shud be proud of me...I 
think the funniest thing I ever did in 
my life... Question: 'Yeh 
jawani hai dewani dekso

jawani
deewani so I see it 

everyday Go 2a 
doc if u didn't laugh after reading 
this

This Youth is Crazy

Yeh 

Jawaani Hai Deewani Yeh Jawaani Hai Deewani

                                                           



contextual intertextual

Yeh Jawaani Hai Deewani jawani

jawani 

Jawani intertextually

intertextual 

jawani

jawani transtextualises translocalises

                                                           
Halkat Jawani

Sheila Ki Jawani Hot Jawani



transcultural translocal

transmodal transtextual

6.9 Transglossia in mixed modes  



Chad de!! Oh bas kar!

Nahin! Main tera khoon kar dungaa!

Ontor Jala Sasha 

bold

i can sense a hit 
film coming up

poster standing 
wid an Olympic torch



chhaira de chhaira dey, ami ar bachte chai na

amake mere falo

bachao, bachao, bachao 

, ami tomar jonno jan kurban dibo 

moroneo tumi amar 

deeeeeeeeeee jeyonaaaaaaa

duuuuuuuuure chood do mujhee, 

suun lo, maanga,



ontore jala 

Ak Buk Jala 

Premer Jala 

pran jai ,

Amar Poran Jai Jolia 

Paran Jai Jolia Re 

.

hai hai 

Ontor Jala Sasha 



jao pakhi bolo tare

Monpura.

intertextual

transmodal



random background noise time:
slutty bengali 

female voice

pokes eshadi's eyeballs out

now excuzie mee, i hab to fix my 
eyes :( thank gawd i was 
wearing my Sasha protective 
contacts brb

dramatic 
voice

lightning noise

echoes

wall

mouse
unfortunately the pc freezes*

HAIN RAWRS



ami chole jabo ekhan theke jei dike dui chokh jai

jei dike 

dui chokh jai

ekhan theke 

dui chokh wall mouse 

mouse wall pc freezes

transmodal



random background noise tash 

tash lightning noise 

hai haiii

slutty bengali female voice

wid gawd 

mee excuzie 

LMAO brb

humph

hain rawr 

                                                           

ojojoojoooo jee ouffffffff 
yeayeayeayeayeayeaaaahh 



transmodal

intertextual’

transmodally

6.10 Transglossia in mixed genres

other



mon diye ki korbo...deho pailei hoilo 

bold

i remember getting a good score... 
on this one

i remember shumon sir having an 
"academic orgasm" reading my 
answer...."yes.....yes.....YES!!!" ;) 
hahahaha! remember?

nvr forgot that :P

lol.. i only remember ns's no no 
NO!!!

n also dat ^^

dramatically slaps forehead
:P

i remember he wrote a yes on one 
answer and a perverted "nice" 
on the other one

no he wrote three "yes" 1st one –
normal, 2nd one – bigger....3rd 
one – as if he was screaming :O

you hit the spot with the third 
one!

lmfao "jealous 
competitor"



well … we had a love-hate 
relationship... very chemical

him and i had an orgasmic 
relationship...very physical P

and yeah sure toma... only he is 
collecting my lip marks on his 
door... i swear i saw three of them.. 
all mine... tor gulo muche felse... 
toke meye hishabe dekhe

he's collecting my lip marks on 
his face darling

anyways, i've been seriously 
thinking about asking him out on 
a date O_o...i mean i'm not his 
student anymore :$

imagine him singing "brothers on 
a hotel bed" for me!! *dreamy 



eyed* :D

dude... sure... on his face... sure... i 
said "i love you" three times 
already... not to brag... or 
anything... and don't deny your 
OWN dreams where i am his gf! :p

here we go again *rolls eyes*

drools

guys it's fucking 1:15 am
i got bloody classes tmrw

and i haven't prepared for 
any of them! fuck

Brothers On A Hotel 

Bed

                                                           



transculturation

ritual 

displays of transgression. 

heterotopic

                                                                                                                                                                  



others

intertextual

translocalise transculturation



In my case, I 

think, I have been given the opportunity, the platform from where I use the space of 

the horizon. Like my horizon has no vicinity. Like, I can go wherever I want. I 

choose to watch BBC. I don’t watch MTV all the time. So I choose my source of 

information. So it kind of makes me what I am because I am using the information. 

I am incorporating them. I am kind of moulding and shaping my thoughts on the 

basis of what I have gathered from outside world and from the experiences I am 

getting from the University of Excellence… There is no definite identity. You can’t 

have a precise definition for us. Like, there is flexibility. And like, we have, like, this 

versatile taste …. sic

moulding and shaping thoughts versatile 

taste flexibility

there is no definite identity



flexible, indefinite, 

imprecise

6.11 Summary 

transmodal

translocalisation transmodality transculturation

transtextualisation

others. 



others 

another other I I

others



process of identity 

others, 

other



Chapter 7 Transglossic Language Practices: Nayeem and his Friends 

7.1 Introduction 

                                                           



pretextual intertextual subtextual

transculturation translocalisation transtextualisation

transignification

7.2 Transglossia in mixed codes 

I am in love I love 

you, 



I am in love 

I love you

bold

I am in L-O-B-H

I am in L-O-B-H

You are ing

de

de I am in 



love

lobh

translocalise transtextualise

I am in love

I am in love

I am in 

love



translocalise tranculturate

bola

adda

adda poch pocha98

agun agun

ing

I love you 

bold

                                                           



It is too much!

It is three much!

It is four much!

Hey BABES, come 
on!

OH MY G-O-D

I la::ve (love) you
I la::ve you go

I la::ve 
(love) you go:: 

hey babes, come on. 

smart bold confident cool

shobdogula bold lage … weight beshi mone hoi … strong lage beshi 

sic

sic



three much, it is too much 

Lamhe

pretextual

intertextual

babes 

love 

god

linguistic habitus –

                                                           



habitus

translocalisation transculturation

g-o-o I love you go

ogo ha go ke 

go ma mago

Allahgo I

love you go

I love you go

.

translocalisation transculturation I love 

you.



habitus

translocalised

7.3 Transglossia in mixed varieties of Bangla 

translocalisation transculturation

ami baro mishali kotha koitesi 



hatene tini hatener tar

prem bujte

phirit buijte

mui ami ai

porese porise

katene katani

koirtesi koirtasi katene

ari na

hatene pari na.



baro mishali kotha

transglossic

others

switch kori, karone friendsra oirokom bhabe boleto. ader 

shathe thakte thakte oder moto bola hoye jai 



transtextuality

amar close friends shobai UKte chole gese. ar jara kom 

close chhilo, tara Sylheter bibhinno jaigai ase. Sylheter manush ektu ashte kom 

chai Dhakai. … tara mone kore, pora lekha korbe na. tabu Sylhet theke ashbe na. ei 

rokom akta monobhab ase. ami amar kono friendke bujhaitei pari na je, “chol, 

Dhakai jai”. ora bhabe Dhakaai jawa jei kotha, UK jawa same

                                                           



                                                           

noakhailla
lobh love



- .

othering

othering

othering

baromishali bhasha 



translocalising transtextualising

7.4 Transglossia in the filmic genre 

transtextual



hai Allah. Sachin

italics bold

naughty naughty
NAUGHTY BOY

rishtey me 
hum tumhara baap bontey hey

BABUUUUUUUU
BAPPPAAAAA

tum kown ho



rishte mein hum 
tumhara swaami lagta hai

swaami 
lagtahai

mera 
naam hei Sachin

hai 
Allah. Sachin

rishtey main to 

hum tumharey baap lagtey hain, naam hai Shehenshah

Shehenshah), 

Shahenshah

pretextual

translocalisation transmodality

tum kown ho

hai Allah, Sachin 

dushtu 

naughty boy

dushtu, naughty



naughty

pretextual

transmodality 

  

intertextual

pretextual

subtextual .

reaccentuating

transmodal

transcultural translocal

7.5 Transglossia in the musical genre 



tumi jaionago bashore ghorer batti nibhaiya …

italics bold

jab jab dekhe tujhe tinku 
jiya, haan tinku jiya, ishq ka engine 
chalaye jiya

Chachhu amar Chachhu Uncle my Uncle

                                                           
tinku jiya 



tease

teri ore, teri ore Towards you. 
Towards you

Yamla Pagla 

Deewana

. pretextual

ahhh, ki bhalo laglo::! ahhh, ki 

bhalo laglo::! 

ahh

BHALO ki bhalo laglo

                                                           



laglo bolo

kichhu bolo, kichhu

bolo

transmodal

Roadside Romeo

intertextual 

transmodal

subtextual 

oshlilota)





Mai Huna

Kahona Payar Hai Khabi Khushi Khabi Ghuum.

amar kachhe mone hoi, mane, as a idol hishabe, Hrithik

shob dik diya pherfect. Body structure; tarpore obhinoi; tarpore dance. tar 

danceta khub bhalo lage



transtextualise

intertextual subtextual 

7.6 Transglossia in the stylisation of Bangla 



akhon khali falamu ar uthamu.!!! 

bold

BMW 

BMW

BMW

crazy dog



heda

amare diba bechle

teha choddo gushtir hoibore amake dibe, 

bikri korle, taka, bongshodhor, hobe

transtexual

                                                           



jalaya chat 

 dat dehas falamu ar uthamu

transtexualise

chekha khaiso

putkir moto banai roiso

tel maikkha aise 

italics bold

cigarette



moneybag

contextual 



khankir put 

chot maranir pola

gangsterity gangsterness

gangsterness 

lungi 

intertextual



transtextualise

tarpore pockete bundle thakte hoibo 

bold

main

show

semestere



direct

BIKE
pocket BUNDLE

, intertextual 

,

showshami

ei tomar nam ki tumi kone semestere

amar kase AH-O-O

JAO-O



intertextual showshami 

pattat108 potaite 

showshami show 

pattat pat

showshami

potaite

intertextual 

subtextual 

-
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Appendices



Appendix 1:        Flyer for Student Notice Board 

FLYER FOR THE STUDENT NOTICE BOARD 

WHY DO I NEED YOUR PARTICIPATION?  

WHY WILL YOU AGREE TO PARTICIPATE? 

WHAT WILL YOU HAVE TO DO? 



WILL YOUR CONTRIBUTION STAY PRIVATE? 

WHAT WILL YOU DO NOW? 



Appendix 2:        Information Letter for Students 

TRANSGLOSSIC LANGUAGE PRACTICES: YOUNG ADULTS 
TRANSGRESSING LANGUAGE AND IDENTITY IN BANGLADESH 





Appendix 3:        Information Sheet 

QUESTIONNAIRE 

Direction:
eithe

PERSONAL INFORMATION  



LANGUAGE USE 

Thank you for answering all the questions. 



Appendix 4:        Semi-structured In-depth Individual Interview 

Interview Session 1 

For Participants Born and Brought Up Outside Dhaka 

Role of English as a Compulsory School/College/ University Subject in Your 
Life 

Practices in the Lives of Young Adults at a University in Bangladesh 

Use of English in Your Social Practices 

university
o
o
o
o
o
o

o
o

personal life
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o



Use of English in Your Social Practices 

Use of Hindi in Your Social Practices 

Interview Session 2 
Use of Bangla and Bangladeshi Identity 



Popular Culture 

Ownership of Languages 

The World Outside Bangladesh 

Globalisation 





Appendix 5A:  Summary of Factual Information Sheet 
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No.

Name Place of 
Birth

Gender Years outside 
Dhaka

Places lived so 
far 

Year
in
Dhaka

Education 
background

Linguistic 
background

Parents’ 
Education

Parents’
Profession 







Appendix 5B:  Participants’ Background 

Abeer

Arish

Ninja Saga Command and Conquer Tetris Battle
Epic Battle for Moonhaven

Ashiq



Ameen

I am the odd one out; like, they are all elephants and I am the only giraffe 

Ehsan, 

Bonya



Naruto Fairy Tale One Piece Bleach Magi – the Labyrinth of Magic
Code Break Daisy Running Man Dad –
Where are you Going? Pretty Boy  The Suspicious Housekeeper Two Weeks

Dadagiri, Sabse Bada Don, Arya Ek Diwana, King No-1 Doduku
jatil 

Jasmine,

apa

Joy, ,

najrul shangeet polli geeti rabindrashangeet
bhaoyaia bhatiali gan .

panjabi



Luna

Nayeem

others

Ria



Rima,

Nikita, 

amar bhasha 

bijoy dibosh) jatiyota dibosh ekushey 
February

Jumma, Chumma Dey 
Dey Hum 

authentic



Saima

Shamim

Shuvo

haor

                                                           



Tamara  Tahura

baba dibosh
ma dibosh. 

Toma

outside the box



Appendix 6:        Data Analysed in the Thesis 
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and be active.
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ashche agula. bangla porte 
pare na!!!
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others

others

others

khat others

manush hishebei 
totally different.

khat others

oder characteristics 
differrent. tara different. 

others

others



other

Phor the time 
being, I am in the 
Cantonment.

I HABH IT PHOR 
EBHAR

ami English aktu 
aktu pari.

ami Eh`san`ke 
love ko`rii:

me the happy to 
hears. party!

tui khub beshi 
hole Jhony Gaddar hoite 
parbi 

Hip((s)) don’t lie.

kamar mein dard 
ho toh moov lagao!!!

amar jawani te 
shobai deewani.

Ontor Jala 
Sasha

mon diye ki 
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hai Allah. 
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akhon khali 
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tarpore pockete 

bundle thakte hoibo

ar aktar loge giya 
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TO ALL 

INDIANS,,,,U ALL R 

SENSELESS ND STUPID
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